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ABSTRACT: Cryptography provides the security to the messages which travel over the insecure channels. Normal
bases are widely used in various cryptographic functions and ciphers to provide the confidentiality, integrity and
security to the messages. We propose a secure cryptosystem using Hill cipher and normal bases over finite fields.
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INTRODUCTION: The secure communication of
text information is of prime importance. Cryptography
helps to protect data which travels through the internet
and intranet. Various branches of mathematics like
matrix analysis, number theory, finite fields, and
logical operators are used to form the cryptosystems,
see [5-8, 10, 14, 15, 17] help to provide security in
emails, ATM machines, cellular phones, e- commerce,
digital signatures and online transactions in banking
sectors.
Hill cipher is a block cipher algorithm in which plaintext is divided into equal size of blocks. It is based on
matrix transformation which gives symmetric cipher.
Hill cipher is invented by Lester S. Hill in 1929 [4].
Various cryptosystem based on Hill cipher and matrices are helpful in providing frequency analysis, high
speed and simplicity. In cryptosystem based on Hill
cipher decryption is possible if the key matrix is invertible. Hill cipher is secured by the dynamic key
matrix obtained by random permutations of columns
and rows of the master key matrix [9]. The modification in previous Hill cipher is done by Chefranov [1].
Hill cipher is further improved using pseudo random
permutation generator [10]. Affine and matrix transformation gives more secure cryptosystem by increasing the security of Hill cipher [16, 18, 20].
Many researchers have contributed to improve the
security of Hill cipher using different techniques.
Sharma et al. [11-13] used finite field and logical operator to make the cipher more secure. Normal bases
are used in squaring and multiplication of an element
in finite field which can be easily done by a cyclic bit
shift of binary digits [2, 16]. Due to fast exponentiation and cyclic bit shift operations normal bases are
used at large scale. We proposed a cryptosystem by
improving the security of Hill cipher and it contain
mainly generation of secret key, encryption and de-

cryption process by using normal bases over finite
fields and triangular matrix.
Normal basis: Let
be the extension field of
.
Then the basis of
over
of the
form
, consisting of suitable
element
and its conjugates with respect to
is called the normal basis of
over
.
Normal element: An element
over
is
called the normal element if the polynomials
n 1

g  ( x)  x n 1   q x n 2  ...   q and x n  1 are
relatively prime.
Trace mapping: The mapping from
called trace mapping if

where

to

is

.

PROPOSED ALGORITHM: This algorithm involves the two different keys. One key is obtained by
using normal elements in trace mapping and other is
obtained by using the triangular matrix.
Encryption
(i) First consider the text message that we have to
encrypt. Find the total length of data in text message.
(ii) Take the normal basis set of
over
where
is equal to the length of text message.
(iii) First consider the matrix of size
from the
trace mapping of normal elements such that

), be the trace mapping,
(iv) Let u i  Tr (
where is the normal element. Further, find the
coefficients of the set
where is equal to the order of key matrix .
2 2 i  2i 1
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(v) Form the circulant matrix of the set and denote
it by
and keep this
as a secret key.
(vi) Consider upper triangular matrix as another key
matrix which is non-singular matrix and is used
as public key.
(vii) Further calculate the key

Decryption
Secret key is used in decryption process to find the
original cipher text.
(i) The receiver receives the message and changes it
into numerical values.
(ii) Further receiver calculates
.
(iii) Then he finds the value

.
(viii) Take as a plaintext of size , as a cipher text
and find
, where
is the transpose of first row of secret key matrix .
(ix) After reducing the value of column matrix with
, sender converts reduced numerical values into text to get the final cipher text.

(iv) After that receiver converts the entries of
in
text using Table (a) to get the plaintext. Let the
letters of the alphabets and some more symbols
be associated with integers as given in Table 1.

Table 1: Numerical values for alphabets and some symbols used in the paper
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ILLUSTRATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Let us illustrate the algorithm with the help of following example:
Encryption
(i) Let „INDIA’ is the word that travels through the
insecure channel and length of the plain text is five.
(ii) The values of u i , i  0, 1,..., 4
in set

U  u0 , u1 , u 2 , u3 , u 4  are equal to 1, 0,1,1, 0 after

using the trace mapping u i  Tr ( 2

2i

 2 1
i

), where

1
0

U c  1

1
0

and keep that secret.
(iv) Consider the
matrix
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0
1
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0
1

non-singular upper triangular

0  i  4 and normal element   1 is taken in
place of  from elements of F2 over F2 .
2

5

(iii) Now, the sender form the circulant matrix by
using the elements of the set U as below

which is used as a public key.

(v) Further he calculates the key
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(vi) Then senders form the plaintext as given below for the encrypted message alphabets from the Table 1.

(vii) Now, senders calculates the cipher text

(vii) Then numerical values are converted into text using the Table (a). So the cipher text is NMSDN.
Decryption
(i) The receiver receives the message and converts the message in numerical values using Table 1.
(ii) After this he finds the value of

(iii) Further he calculates the plaintext

(iv) Now, receiver converts the numerical values into corresponding alphabets of Table 1 and finds the original
message „INDIA’ backs.
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